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A new generation
A new year, a new time, a new generation. Important words when we
now start the season of 22/23, where we are looking forward to all
new hunting experiences. Despite the challenges the last two years
have given us, Swedteam has neither lost the pace nor compromised
in our motto – Setting New Standards.
We continue our development and keep our ambition to always get better without
any compromise. This work is even more fun, as we now greet many new hunters
and customers into our family. Our goal is to contribute to better natural experiences
and make your hunting more comfortable using our clothes and accessories. When
we now launch upcoming year’s new hunting collection, it contains many exciting
news as usual.
For hunting season 22/23 we have a totally new generation of our Titan family. New
fit, new details and updated stretch fabrics with laminated NEONORDIC® 200 membrane. Titan is our top-level range. A tough and long-lasting hunting partner. If you
go for the Titan DESOLVE® Veil, you will also get the RE-ECO™ fabric. Made by 100 %
recycled polyester.
We have a habit of launching new materials suitable for different weather conditions.
So also this year. Thermore® THERMAL BOOSTER is the new generation or smart
insulation which adapts after outside conditions. When temperature drops, the insulation gets warmer. You will find Thermore® THERMAL BOOSTER in our popular Crest
Thermo, updated versions of jacket and trouser. With the next generation hunters in
mind, we extend our junior range with a new jacket and a new trouser in our Lynx
family. A windproof and light-weight set made without membranes to get the maximum breathing comfort. Fitting is also adapted for juniors with “ants in their pants”.
The hunting experience gets so much better for both parents and children using the
right equipment on tomorrow’s hunters. There are not only new items in our collection for 2022/2023.
Protect Anorak and Vest got very good reception at last year’s launch. They are now
the dog handlers’ new favourites. We also continue our partnership with DESOLVE®
Camouflage. In our best-selling Ridge Family, you find many treats to choose from.
Everything from maximum visibility to almost zero visibility.
To summarize, there are a lot of exciting stuff to read about in our new catalogue.
As I now take over from my father, I would like to wish new and old members of the
Swedteam Family a warm welcome to the nature, to hunting and to our community.
There are many adventures waiting around the corner. Take the opportunity to invite
us to your hunting experiences by tagging Swedteam on your social media. Then we
can all be a part of them – together.

Robin Segerqvist
Owner and CEO

Highlights
in 2022
Titan
We invite you to take part of our new
Swedteam icon: Titan Pro M. A reinvention
of a successful concept since many years.
Titan Pro are some of the most advanced
items we have ever made. Our search to find
the right mix of comfortable fit, strong fabrics
and smart features is finished. Titan Pro is
near perfection.
It has a slim silhouette with internal pockets
to create as much comfort for you as possible.
Choose between Titan solid green stretch
fabrics or Desolve Camouflage with recycled
polyester.
You find all details on page 17.

Crest Booster
Crest is a part of our Swedteam range since 2018.
We launched the Light and Thermo versions.
Now, in 2022, it is time to present the new
Thermo option.
Crest THERMAL BOOSTER. Filled with a revolutionary insulation from Italian Brand Thermore®.
THERMAL BOOSTER insulation gets warmer as
the temperature gets lower.
Find out more about this technology on page 10.
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Ridge
The Ridge Family is our most important range. Ridge was launched in 2017 with the ground breaking
camouflage pattern DESOLVE®. Swedteam has the exclusive rights to use this great pattern in Europe.
Ridge is now the biggest family in Swedteam range. Last year we also added the solid green colour to
accompany the camouflage items. In the Ridge family, you find everything from the thinnest shooting
glove to the heaviest overall with warm padding.
You will find the Ridge items on pages 20-24.

Extended Dog Handler Range
The demand of good products for dog handling and stalking is big. At the same time,
these items are complex and many different
needs and opinions must be considered.
Now we have, togetherwith one of the most
famous and skilled stalker Mats Trygg,
developed some totally new items.
Protect Pro Anorak and Protect Pro Vest are
two items developed with focus on function,
fitting and weight. With stretchable fabrics
to improve your comfort in all situations.
We also added a lot of new details that will
increase both function and your experience.
You can read more about the Dog Handler
on pages 32-37.

Share your experiences
Share your hunting and nature experiences by tagging us on social media. We love
following your adventures, and your experiences help us to continuously develop and
improve. Follow us on Facebook and Instagram to see more of this year’s new products.

Swedteam
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Technology

The perfect technology for
your hunting experience
Hunting is an age-old tradition. Over the centuries,
hunting techniques have developed, evolved and
been refined, but the basics have remained the
same. Different kinds of gear are required
depending on your hunting location and style.
Here at Swedteam we have a wide range of
hunting and leisure clothing, so you can be sure
we’ll have just what you need for your next
experience. By using materials and technologies
specially designed for hunting and functionality
respectively, we ensure that you are always
well-equipped, and by combining modern

technologies with ancient tradition, we make sure
you are set for a hunting experience above and
beyond the ordinary. Spacious or slim fit, whatever your preferred look, here at Swedteam we
have you covered. Our product development work
is always focused on ensuring our clothing is
comfortable to wear and move in. What’s more,
you can choose from a range of different
technologies, materials and membranes, all
tested with the help of experienced hunters so
that you are perfectly prepared for each and
every adventure.

Dressing right
To get the most out of your garments, it’s important to use them correctly. Whatever the season
we always recommend the multilayer principle.
Layer 1 is worn nearest to your skin, so these
garments are made of synthetic materials or
wool for maximum breathability and moisture
wicking capacity.
Layer 2 is a thermal middle layer. These
garments are made of wool and synthetic
materials for optimal breathability.
Layer 3 is the outermost layer, protecting you
from external factors such as wind and rain.
To keep you warm and dry, your hunting garments should be complemented with suitable
accessories. Your feet and head are especially
vulnerable. Good socks and headwear can
make an enormous difference to your ability
to keep warm.

3
1
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Material & Technologies
Keep up to date with the latest functional materials at Swedteam.com

TechnoZone
By iwarm

RE-ECO
By Swedteam

RECYCLED
FABRICS
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We’re taking on one of the
world’s toughest climates
Anyone who has hunted in Scandinavia will be
aware of the unique challenges posed by the
climate here. The weather varies widely during
the year, with four unique seasons that each offer
specific challenges. The weather and temperature
can also fluctuate rapidly; for instance a bitterly
cold autumn day can quickly turn sunny and
warm. That’s why in addition to protecting you
from extreme weather, your hunting equipment
must also be light, flexible and breathable when
temperatures change.
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With Sweden and Scandinavia as our base,
Swedteam has long experience of hunting in a
changeable climate. This is our workplace, and
we derive much of our inspiration from the forests
in Länghem. Based on our experience of this environment, we set out to develop a revolutionary
membrane designed for one of the world’s toughest climates. The result is NEONORDIC® Hunting
Technology – a Nordic material concept with the
hunter in focus. Silent and lightweight with exceptional flexibility. Exceptional breathability combined with lasting protection from wind and water,
with care in every seam and detail. NEONORDIC®
is designed for hunters by hunters for experiences
close to nature in a changeable climate.

What is NEONORDIC®?

Where and how is the material made?

NEONORDIC® is a protective membrane of Nordic quality, inspired by the Nordic climate where functionality
is of the essence. Besides protecting against wind and
water, garments must also deliver high comfort and
freedom of movement. Traditionally, it has been difficult to combine high protection with excellent breathability. With NEONORDIC®, we aimed to change this.

To assure the high quality of the membrane, we collaborate closely with the manufacturers and carefully
monitor production. The material is produced in a certified factory in South Korea, which has collaborated
closely with Swedteam over testing and development
to create the ultimate material. The garments are
manufactured in the high-tech city of Nanjing in
China, by a partner highly experienced in producing
garments for the Scandinavian climate to suit Scandinavian needs and sizing requirements.

How does it work?
NEONORDIC® is laminated with an advanced homogeneous hydrophilic membrane which delivers the
highest level of waterproofing, breathability and comfort. By responding to your body’s activity, this smart
membrane allows steam to easily be released through
the membrane for superior breathability.
NEONORDIC® 200 products have a water column of
20,000 mm, which is far above the minimum level required in order for a fabric to be considered waterproof.
This means the fabric protects you from water and
wind but allows moisture to evaporate, so that you
stay dry and comfortable. NEONORDIC® is exceptionally flexible as well as hardwearing. This makes it
ideal for a wide range of garments, whether they need
to be light and thin or strong and rugged.

Various tests are carried out to ensure the membrane
meets our preferred standards. Among other things,
we test breathability, UV resistance, wear resistance
and water resistance.
What are the benefits for the user?
NEONORDIC® is a material developed for real hunting
situations in all weather conditions. In addition to
high protection, we aimed to develop a membrane that
offered ample freedom of movement. With a special
focus on comfort and breathability, we have engineered
a light, silent, soft and exceptionally hardwearing
membrane of premium quality.

Read more about NEONORDIC® on swedteam.com

1. O
 uter fabric – water and wind repellent
2. N EONORDIC®-membrane
– breathable, waterproof and windproof
3. Lining
See our Titan series on page 17.
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THERMAL BOOSTER
It has always been a challenge to maintain
comfort during changing weather conditions.
Thermore® has always understood the value of
having adaptive warmth and now introduces a
unique insulation product that features a "boost"
in cold weather performance when needed.
Thermore®'s THERMAL BOOSTER smart insulation is engineered to offer a consistent warmth
level under normal conditions. However, as temperatures start falling, the product offers a thermal
"boost" in performance to maintain comfort.

WHEN THE TEMPERATURE DECREAS THE
THERMAL VALUE INCREASES OVER 20 %.
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The THERMAL BOOSTER product offers increased
insulating value in colder conditions to help the
user stay in the comfort zone. Independent test
labs prove that Thermore® THERMAL BOOSTER
is 20% warmer at lower temperatures.
The THERMAL BOOSTER insulation features
Thermore®'s proprietary fiber migration treatment
and can be machine washed without adversely
affecting performance. Thermore® THERMAL
BOOSTER – extra warmth that always stays
with you.

COVERTEX® 100
COVERTEX® 100 is a protective membrane providing
protection against wind and water. COVERTEX® 100
protects you from the full force of the weather but
allows moisture to evaporate, so that you stay dry
and comfortable. Furthermore, clothing made with
the membrane is comfortable and light to move
around in. COVERTEX® 100 offers a water column
rating of 10,000 mm.

Ridge family
Crest Booster
Protect family

1. Outer fabric – water and wind repellent
2. COVERTEX® membrane – breathable, waterproof and windproof
3. Lining
Sketches above shows the different constructions.
Functionality is same in both constructions.

Ultra family
Crest Light

READ MORE ABOUT OUR DIFFERENT MEMBRANES AT SWEDTEAM.COM
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The power
of invisibility
DESOLVE® Camouflage was created
out of curiosity.
Almost every hunter has a story to tell about
sitting still in the shadows with the wind behind
them, hundreds of metres from their prey, when
suddenly the deer looks up and stares straight
at them. These stories, combined with unclear
accounts concerning UV light and animals’
improved vision, led us to try to figure out how
animals’ vision really works, and how to improve
what we do in order to hide from them more
effectively. What we discovered led us to make
some drastic and crucial changes in our approach
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“Our curiosity took us on a path of
research and development that
eventually resulted in the creation
of DESOLVE® Camouflage, a pattern
to fool animals, not hunters.”
to camouflage production. Our curiosity led us on
a path of research and development that eventally
resulted in the creation of DESOLVE® Camouflage,
a pattern to fool animals, not hunters. Our research
highlighted the massive problems with current
camouflage patterns resembling sticks and
leaves. Ungulates (hoofed animals) don’t see the
way we do. Their vision is blurrier so they don’t
focus on detail. Instead they learn to focus their
attention on outline. DESOLVE® is a camo pattern
that breaks up this outline with large macro and

micro shapes that create the illusion of depth, so
the subject appears to be a series of small objects
spread out across a range of distances. DESOLVE®
Camouflage was developed and tested in the field
over the course of hundreds of hours to manipulate the specific colour and light tones most
prominent to ungulates, and the results are
simply astonishing.
Read more at swedteam.com

DESOLVE® Pattern
DESOLVE® Veil
The perfect all-purpose
camouflage pattern for
forest and open landscapes.

DESOLVE® Fire
The camouflage pattern
for making yourself
visible to your fellow
hunters, but invisible
to the animals.

DESOLVE® Zero
The ultimate camouflage pattern when
hunting in snow and
sub-zero environment.

DESOLVE® Wing
The ideal camouflage
pattern for bird and
waterfowl hunting.
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on the market for over 30 years and is based on
a natural amino acid. A research group at the
University of Minho in Portugal has found a
way of using nanotechnology to impregnate
clothing with IR3535. This technique is known
as Antibite™.

Don’t become
the prey
Anyone who spends any amount of time out in
the forests and open terrain knows how annoying
mosquitos and other insects can be, constantly
buzzing around your head. A mosquito can smell
its prey from far away, and just like hunters, they
are alert and on the prowl day and night. Flies,
wasps and ticks can also be a major nuisance.
However, these insects aren’t just irritating
– despite their size, mosquitos are the deadliest
animals in the world today. Due to climate change,
as well as the fact we are travelling across greater
distances than ever before, the number of people
in areas where there is a risk being bitten and
infected has grown markedly. Of the world’s population, 80 per cent are at risk of catching one or
more vector-borne illnesses. Now, for the first
time, there is a sustainable and effective solution
to this problem. Once again, Swedteam is leading
the way, and we are delighted to have exclusive
rights to treat hunting clothes with Antibite™ in
Europe. During spring 2020 we will be releasing
a jacket, trousers, half-zip sweater, shirt and cap
that have undergone Antibite™ treatment.

What is AntibiteTM?
Antibite™ is a new technique for treating textiles
with an insect repellent. The base ingredient of
Antibite™ is IR3535, a substance that has been
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How does it work?
Insects use their sense of smell to find their way
in nature. IR3535 is based on a natural amino acid
that emits a smell signal warning insects to keep
away. As Antibite™ is designed to repel rather than
eradicate, the insects do not develop any resistance
to the substance and it is not a reproduction inhibitor, as most traditional insect repellents are.
The substance does not cause any skin irritation,
is not absorbed into the body, is unscented, and
has no side effects. What’s more, it is also environmentally friendly and does not pose a hazard to
mammals and fish.

Where are the products treated?
Antibite™ is applied using nanotechnology
directly into the finished pieces of clothing at
our partner’s facilities in Portugal. As the substance penetrates the textile fibres, its efficiency is
increased and the effect lasts for 80 washes.

What benefits does this offer the user?
With Antibite™, you don’t need to use any other
mosquito or insect repellents. As the active
substance is located in your clothes, you’ll be
protected as long as you’re wearing the clothing.
The application process does not compromise
the quality or appearance of the clothing, and
the Antibite™ retains its effectiveness for at least
80 washes. The substance is completely environmentally friendly, meaning that the protection
it offers does not come at the cost of nature
or mammals.

AntibiteTM

Men
Innovation and tradition
working together.
We always strive to be at the leading
edge of innovation and new materials.
Our collection combines revolutionary
technology with classic hunting
garments. Quality clothes for all types
of hunting.

Men

Titan
Brand new, top-level hunting garment. Our Titan family is the top collection in terms of function
and comfort. It comes in two versions. One is made in strong polyamide fabric with stretch in all
parts. The other one is made in Re-Eco, recycled polyester with DESOLVE® Camouflage pattern.
We also put our most exclusive membrane inside – NEONORDIC® 200. The jackets and trousers
are equipped with all relevant features a top-level hunting item should have.

NEW
NEW

RE-ECO
By Swedteam

RECYCLED
FABRICS

RE-ECO
By Swedteam

RECYCLED
FABRICS

TITAN PRO M JACKET

TITAN PRO M TROUSER

Brand new, top-level hunting jacket.

Brand new, top-level hunting trouser.

Titan Pro is our new top-level jacket. Only the name is same
as before. It is now available in two versions.Solid green colour
with our new Titan fabric - with stretch function. It gives you
a superior comfort. The other vrsion is with DESOLVE® Veil
camouflage. In addition, this fabric is made with recycled
polyester. Another new feature is that our NEONORDIC® 200
membrane is laminated directly to the shell fabric. That gives
you better waterproof function and a lighter garment. This
jacket is equipped with all relevant features a top-level hunting jacket should have.

Titan Pro is our new top-level trouser. Only the name is same
as before. It is now available in two versions.Solid green colour
with our new Titan fabric - with stretch function. It gives you
a superior comfort. The other vrsion is with DESOLVE® Veil
camouflage. In addition, this fabric is made with recycled
polyester. Another new feature is that our NEONORDIC® 200
membrane is laminated directly to the shell fabric. That gives
you better waterproof function and a lighter garment. This
trouser is equipped with all relevant features a top-level hunting trouser should have.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyamide
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100381

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyamide
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100382

Color
420 Swedteam Green
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Size
46–60

Color
420 Swedteam Green
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Size
46–60
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Crest BOOSTER
Crest Jacket and Trousers are developed to meet the demands of a classic hunter. A long jacket
with many pockets, paired with comfortable trousers with wide fit. The Light option is the set
without extra insulation. New for this season is the THERMAL BOOSTER version. Developed to
meet the rough and sometimes cold Nordic weather. THERMAL BOOSTER adapts it’s ability to
warm your body depending on the outer temperature.

NEW

CREST BOOSTER M CLASSIC JACKET
Classic hunting jacket with THERMAL BOOSTER insulation.
This an updated version of our popular Crest Thermo Jacket. New
details and spacious fitting. The jacket is filled with a new type of
insulation. THERMAL BOOSTER is a material that changes after
temperature. The colder it gets, the warmer the jacket will feel.
This jacket has COVERTEX® 100 membrane, 2-layer construction.
Various pockets on the front and one large pocket on the back.
Updated hood and waist adjustment.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
414 Olive Green

NEW

CREST BOOSTER M CLASSIC TROUSER
Classic hunting truoser with THERMAL BOOSTER insulation.
This an updated version of our popular Crest Thermo Trouser.
New details and spacious fitting. The trouser is filled with a new
type of insulation. THERMAL BOOSTER is a material that changes
after temperature. The colder it gets, the warmer the trouser
will feel. This trouser has COVERTEX® 100 membrane, 2-layer
construction.Two upper front pockets and two pockets. Crest
Thermo also has two back pockets. Waist is raised in the back and
has elastic parts for good fitting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
414 Olive Green
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Art.no
100380
Size
46–66

Art.no
100379
Size
46–66

Men

NEW

CREST M PILE SHIRT
Heavy shirt with pile lining.
Warm shirt in a sturdy cotton twill with pile lining. Details
and shoulder parts are fitted with a baby-cord fabricl. This is
a perfect everyday garment, or easily used as a warm layer,
when sitting still waiting for your prey.
Fabric
Shell 1: 100% cotton
Shell 2: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100383
Size
S–3XL

Color
205 Swedteam Brown

CREST M VEST
Classic quilted hunting vest.
Quilted hunting vest in classic style.
Suede details on shoulders. Spacious
front pockets and a large back pocket.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL
Color
420 Swedteam Green

Art.no
100160

CREST LIGHT CLASSIC
M JACKET

CREST LIGHT CLASSIC
M TROUSER

Classic hunting jacket in soft material
with attractive suede details.

Hunting trouser in soft material with
attractive suede details.

Long jacket in soft fabric, with COVERTEX® for high protection against wind
and water. Adjustable waist and detachable hood. Suede details on elbows,
pockets and shoulders. Smart storage
with special pockets for radio and GPS
and large pocket on back.

Comfortable hunting trousers with
COVERTEX® for high protection against
wind and water. Suede details and
adjustable at ankles. Diagonal front
pockets and spacious thigh pockets.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
414 Olive Green

Art.no
100029
Size
46–66

Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
414 Olive Green
Art.no
100030
100113

Size
46–66
D96–D128
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RIDGE
Ridge Jacket and Trouser are our most sold hunting garments ever. Ridge is made with
high quality materials and clever functions to fit the all-purpose needs when hunting. We
have used feedback from customers and hunters all over Europe. The Ridge family is our
widest collection of hunting gear. In addition to our popular hunting set, we have a variety
of items to choose from. You find the entire range on the following pages. The Ridge accessories must not be forgotten. Gloves, backpacks and headwear completes the Ridge look.

Men

RIDGE PRO M JACKET
Second Generation Ridge hunting jacket. Updated design and
new features. Our new best-seller.
With Ridge Pro, you get a short, flexible jacket with a tighter
fit, especially suitable for active hunting. Made of a quiet
material and equipped with COVERTEX®100 for protection
against water and wind. Offered in 3 variants of the unique
DESOLVE® camouflage pattern, DESOLVE® Veil, DESOLVE®
Fire and DESOLVE® Fire / Veil as well as the solid Forest Green.
The jacket has many special pockets adapted for both rightand left-handed shooters.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100319
Size
46–66

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
560 DESOLVE® Fire
710 DESOLVE® Fire/Veil
402 Forest Green

62-66 is available in
402 Forest Green

RIDGE M TROUSER
Second Generation Ridge hunting trouser.Updated design and
new features.Our new best-seller.
Hunting trousers in it in two variants of the unique DESOLVE®
camouflage pattern DESOLVE® Veil and DESOLVE® Fire / Veil
as well as the solid Forest Green. Wind and waterproof with
COVERTEX®100
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
710 DESOLVE® Fire/Veil
402 Forest Green

Art.no
100321
100368
100322

Size
46–66
148–156
D96–D120
62-66 is available in
402 Forest Green
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Men

RIDGE PRO M REVERSIBLE
JACKET
Reversible fleece jacket in our unique DESOLVE®
camouflage pattern. New fit and functional pocket
solution.
Classic reversible fleece jacket with WINDBREAKER™ and DESOLVE® Fire camouflage.
Perfect as layer 2 or layer 3 garments.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100352

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
S–5XL

RIDGE PRO M ANORAK
RIDGE M CAMOUFLAGE SET
Lightweight hunting suit with DESOLVE® pattern.
Camouflage set with revolutionary DESOLVE® camouflage
pattern. Made of light, water repellent material with excellent
breathability. Non-detachable hood, adjustable at wrists and
ankles. Smart storage with special radio pocket.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100049

Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero
411 DESOLVE® Wing

Size
S–3XL

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM

New combined jacket and anorak with assymetrical zipper on
left side.Updated fit and new pocket solutions. DESOLVE® Veil
pattern or Solid Green option.
The second generation of our popular anorak in DESOLVE®,
suitable for all hunting occasions. Made of a quiet material in
a slightly tighter fit. Easy to put on and take off thanks to the
asymmetrical zipper on the front of the anorak. The anorak
has adjustable length and several updated pocket solutions.
Wind and waterproof with COVERTEX®.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100344
Size
46–60

Men

RIDGE THERMO M
OVERALL

RIDGE THERMO
CLASSIC M JACKET

RIDGE THERMO
CLASSIC M TROUSER

Padded overalls for cold night watches
or patrols.

An insulated version of our popular
Ridge Classic jacket.

An insulated version of our popular
Ridge Classic trousers.

Overall featuring reinforced elbows
and knees and lined with 240 grams
of wadding. Perfect for chilly night
watches or cold, windy drives. Allin-one suit with long leg zips and
COVERTEX®-membrane for protection
against water and wind. made with
our DESOLVE® camouflage patterns.

With long cut and many large pockets.
Perfect for hunting in cold weather.
Waterproof, breathable COVERTEX® 100
membrane. Detachable hood.

Loose fit. Double pockets on legs.
Perfect for hunting in cold weather.
Waterproof, breathable COVERTEX® 100
membrane.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Size
46–66

Size
46–66

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–5XL
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
110 DESOLVE® Zero

Art.no
100164

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Art.no
100248

Art.no
100249

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

See Ridge and other DESOLVE® accessories on pages 72-81.
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Men

NEW

NEW

RIDGE LIGHT M
SWEATER
DESOLVE® Camouflage sweater with
full-length zip.
Lightweight sweater with full-length
zip on front. Elastic side panels, thumb
grips on sleeves and stretch fleece.
Perfect garment for hunting in nice
weather. Also goodl as a second layer
garment in combination with your shell
jacket. Suitable for all types of hunting,
especially active hunting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL

Art.no
100388

RIDGE HI-VIZ M VEST
Hi-Viz camouflage vest.
Hi-Viz vest with DESOLVE® Fire camouflage pattern. Made in silent and soft
materials. Full front zipper and wide fit
for easy handling on top or your regular
hunting jacket. Two openings on the
shoulders for radio antennas. Two lower
front pockets.

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

NEW

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
XS–5XL

Art.no
100392

Color
560 DESOLVE® Fire

RIDGE ANTIBITE M
SWEATER HALF-ZIP
TERRA LIGHT PRO M
VEST
Lightweight vest of unique camouflage
for hunting.
Warm extra clothing in a lightweight
material that is easy to pack. Made in
the DESOLVE® Veil pattern. Great to
have as a warm layer under a jacket.
The vest is reversible.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Art.no
100119

Half-zip sweater with Antibite™
treatment.
Long-sleeved functional sweater with
short zipper in neck opening. Treated
with Antibite™ anti-mosquito repellant.
Antibite™ is a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics. The IR3535 substance is
active for up to 80 washes. Lightweight
and thin option for a mid layer sweater.
Suitable for active hunting and leisure.
Made of a quick-drying material with
good breathability. High collar with
half-zip opening.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 90% polyester
Shell fabric: 10% spandex
Size
XS–3XL
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
402 Forest Green
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READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM

Art.no
100293

VEIL T-SHIRT
Short-sleeved functional t-shirt in
DESOLVE® Veil.
Made of a quick-drying, breathable
material. An extremely lightweight
alternative to long underwear, suitable
for mobile and active hunting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Art.no
100121

Men

How we built our
Ridge family
Building a functional Hunting Jacket and Hunting Trouser
is a complex process. In addition to the silent shell fabric with
our COVERTEX® 100 membrane, many parts must end up in
the right place. Here, you can see some of the details we have
chosen to add to our Ridge family.
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TROUSERS

JACKET
1.

High collar

2. Detachable hood

11.	Adjustable opening and size
of hood

3. Water-resistant zippers

12. Radio antenna loops

4.	Zipper-pullers with high
friction rubber

13. Radio pockets

5. Ventilation zippers
6. Pre-shaped sleeves
7.

Big front pockets

8. Extended back panel
9. Visor on hood
10. Flexible wire on hood opening

14.	Pockets for mobile and
GPS Tracker
15.	Three inner pockets in total,
one with zipper

1.

Elastic back panel in waist

2. Suspender buttons
3.

Zipper-pullers with high friction rubber

4. Leg pockets
5. Adjustable leg opening
6. Extended back panel
7.

High friction silicone tape in waist

16. Back pocket with two openings

8. Big front pockets

17. Two-way zipper

9. Ventilation zippers behind leg pockets

18. Adjustable sleeve opening

10. Pre-shaped knee parts
11. Reinforced leg opening
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DESOLVE® Zero
Camouflage for cold environments. To be able to camouflage yourself in snow and become
invisible to the animal you need more than white clothes or white camouflage. With DESOLVE®
Zero, you’ll get a camouflage with strong contrasts that breaks up your body shape and does
not reveal your presence to the animal. The pattern works best in fully or partially snowcovered
fields and becomes the ultimate camouflage in winter and in the arctic or alpine environment.

RIDGE THERMO M OVERALL
Padded overalls for cold night watches or patrols.
Overall featuring reinforced elbows and knees and lined with 240
grams of wadding. Perfect for chilly night watches or cold, windy
drives. All-in-one suit with long leg zips and COVERTEX®-membrane
for protection against water and wind. made with our DESOLVE®
camouflage patterns.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100164

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
110 DESOLVE® Zero

Size
S–5XL

ZERO CLASSIC M
TROUSER

ZERO CLASSIC M
JACKET

RIDGE M CAMOUFLAGE
SET

Hunting trouser for winter hunting.

Classic hunting jacket with DESOLVE®
Zero camouflage.

Lightweight hunting suit with DESOLVE®
pattern.

This a new version of our classic ZERO
Jacket. New details and wide fit. This soft
outer jacket is updated with COVERTEX®
100 membrane, 2-layer construction.
This makes th jacket lighter and more
comfortable. Several pockets on the
front and one large pocket on the back.
Pocket openings are bigger than normal
to fit insulated gloves. Updated hood.

Camouflage set with revolutionary
DESOLVE® camouflage pattern. Made
of light, water repellent material with
excellent breathability. Non-detachable
hood, adjustable at wrists and ankles.
Smart storage with special radio pocket.

Updated version of our Zero Trouser
for winter hunting. DESOLVE® Zero
camouflage pattern for excellent cover
in snowy or frosty conditions. Wind- and
waterproof with our COVERTEX® 100
Liner. New waist construction with
detachable suspenders. Wide fit to give
you space for wearing a warm base
layer or extra trousers. Ventilation in
side seams. Two front pockets with
zippers and two bellowed leg pockets.
Leg opening is adjsutable and also possible to open with a zipper at side seam.
Trouser is equipped with inner cuff in leg
opening to prevent snow coming in.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
46–60
Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
48–60

Art.no
100415

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL

Art.no
100049

Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero
411 DESOLVE® Wing

Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero

Art.no
100312
See Ridge and other DESOLVE® accessories on pages 72-77.

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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ALPHA
Alpha family is initially crated for the fast moving hunters who likes clothing with a tight fit.
The Alpha items are also perfect for hunting in spring-summer. Alpha range is not always
waterproof. We mainly use the Swedteam WINDBREAKER™ technology. WINDBREAKER™
have fabrics with a waterproof membrane but the seams are not taped. The breathing is a very
important factor for these garments. At the moment, you also find two items called Force, in
the Alpha family. These will soon transform into the Alpha concept.

TechnoZone
By iwarm

TechnoZone
By iwarm

TechnoZone
By iwarm

ALPHA PRO M HEAT VEST

ALPHA LIGHT PRO M HEAT VEST

Lightweight vest equipped with unique I-Warm heat panels on
back and chest.

Lightweight vest equipped with unique I-Warm 3.0 heat
panels on back and chest.

This vest is fitted with the new I-Warm 4.0. By using the app
in your smartphone, the temperature is set individually on
each of the three heat panels. There is also a built-in thermostat function. Design and construction is totally new. Filling is
made with RDS-approved down. Power Bank, 10 000 mAh is
included. The heat vest is meant to be a second layer garment.
Please choose a tight size for best heat function.

Temperature is set in three levels. By using the switch on
the vest, or by an app in your smart phone. Power Bank,
10 000 mAh is included. The heat vest is meant to be a
second layer garment.

Fabric
Shell 1: 100% polyester
Shell 2: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% down
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100340

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

Art.no
100364

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
XS–4XL

Size
XS–4XL

Color
420 Swedteam Green
950 Black

TECHNOZONE™
By moving into this unique segment in 2019, we made
sure to integrate high-end technical functions in our
clothes. Each season, our first vest, the FORCE Heat vest
were sold out far too soon. Alpha Pro and Alpha Light both
using the well-known TechnoZone™ by I-Warm heating
system. The I-Warm heat panels are made of a membrane
instead of metal wires. This improves all functions; better
heat transfer, less power consumption, panels are foldable
and they are also machine washable. The I-Warm system
is controlled by the power switch on the vest, or by using
the app in your smartphone. We use 3-panel system on
both vests, 1 panel on the back and 2 on the upper chest.

Alpha Pro has updated design, fit and we use the latest
technology with I-Warm 4.0 system. I-Warm 4.0 has a new
app control in which you can adjust the heat level on each
panel individually.
Alpha Light, equipped with regular I-Warm 3.0 heat panels,
is the successor to our popular Force Heat vest.
For maximum efficiency, we recommend that you wear
your heat vest as close to your body as possible. Wear it on
top of your base layer shirt, as a layer-2 item. If it is very
cold outside you can wear a fleece jacket on top of the
heat vest.

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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Men

ALPHA XTRM M
TROUSER
Technical stretch trouser with durable
reinforcements.

ALPHA M ANORAK
Soft,silent and windproof fleece anorak
Updated anorak in laminated windproof
fleece fabric with ventilation zippers..
The surface is soft and silent to keep
you safe during your stealth hunting.
Functional pockets to store your radio
and other accessories.

NEW

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane

Art.no
100351

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
S–4XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 92% nylon
Shell fabric: 8% spandex
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex

Art.no
100360

Color
202 Dark Brown

Size
46–60

ALPHA SS
T-SHIRT

Long sleeve T-shirt.

Short sleeve T-shirt.

Long sleeve T-shirt in elastic
and quick drying material.
Outstanding breathing ability, thanks to perforated back
panel and sleeves.

Short sleeve T-shirt in elastic
and quick drying material.
Outstanding breathing ability,
thanks to perforated back
panel and sleeves.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 90% polyester
Shell fabric: 10% elastane

Fabric
Shell fabric: 90% polyester
Shell fabric: 10% elastane

Size
XS–3XL

Size
XS–3XL

Color
420 Swedteam Green
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NEW

ALPHA LS
T-SHIRT

New technical trouser in functional and
comfortable stretch fabric. Suitable for
active hunting in tough terrain. The
trouser is not constructed to be waterproof, that makes it very smooth and
also quick-drying. Double leg pockets
with zippers. Adjustable waist with
elastic straps. This trouser is also equipped with suspender buttons to provide
stable fit. Adjustable leg opening with
snap buttons.

Art.no
100376

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Art.no
100377

Men

ALPHA PRO M JACKET
Hunting jacket with our Windbreaker
technology. The fabric is waterproof and
windproof and the seams are not taped.
Brushed on outside for silent movement.
Soft polyester lining for high comfort.
Slim fit for optimal freedom of movement during active hunting. Hidden
pockets for radio and GPS. Detachable
hood.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
46–60
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Art.no
100226

ALPHA PRO M
TROUSER

FORCE PRO M JACKET

Hunting trousers with our Windbreaker
technology. The fabric is waterproof and
windproof and the seams are not taped.
Brushed on outside for silent movement. Soft polyester lining for high
comfort. Slim fit for optimal freedom
of movement during active hunting.
Two slim pockets on legs, ventilation
mesh at crotch.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
46–60

Light technical jacket with PRIMALOFT®
padding.
This type of jacket is ideal as an insulating layer under your hunting jacket,
or as an ultra-light leisure jacket.
Non-detachable hood.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL

Art.no
100072

Color
200 Brown

Art.no
100227

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

FORCE M SWEATER FULL-ZIP
Force M Technical powerstretch fleece jacket with fixed hood.
Full-Zip Sweater in soft and lightweight powerstretch fleece.
Tight fit for best performance. Fixed hood with high collar
front. Nyguard high quality zippers.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 92% polyester
Shell fabric: 8% spandex

Art.no
100310

Color
200 Brown

Size
S–3XL
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Dog handler clothing with ease of
movement and practical details
This year we launch two new products for dog
handlers, an anorak and a vest. The key concepts
that characterise these new garments are ease of
movement and variety.
‘When you spend all your precious leisure time

out in the forest with your dogs, you obviously
need good equipment. Your clothes must never
obstruct the teamwork you have with the dogs’
says Mats Trygg, who designed the garments in
partnership with Swedteam.
We spent a long time developing the new dog handler
clothes, in order to perfect all the details and satisfy our
end users’ high requirements. In the German market, dog
handler clothing varies widely and the trend is moving
increasingly towards fairly rigid, armour-like clothing.
We focused on a more functional, flexible vision, and have
aimed to design garments that provide easy access to
everything you need and are suitable for all types of
hunting in Sweden where hunting dogs are involved.
We hope that trackers will also find these garments a
useful addition to their hunting wardrobe.
‘For me, dog handling is an aspect of hunting that
requires high mobility. However, it’s also important to
be able to carry the equipment you need with you in a
practical, functional way,’ says Mats.

We chose to create an anorak for
two main reasons
‘Firstly, it’s a very comfortable garment. Most people who
try an anorak quickly realise the benefits of this garment’s
design and comfortable fit. Secondly, trackers and dog
handlers often hunt in demanding conditions such as dense
forest areas, where an anorak’s design comes in very
useful. We’ve all been there – those rainy days with wet
shrubs and bushes, or branches heavy with snow. Because
an anorak is longer, it helps keep everything from pine
needles to water and snow out of your trouser pockets.
This definitely helps keep your spirits up in the forest.’

Which details on these garments are
you particularly pleased with?
‘Well, there are so many to choose between. There’s a side
slit that you can adjust with a zip to create the ease of
movement you need. We’ve created a few unusual pockets
for items like marking tape and tracking devices. I like the
fact that the anorak zips all the way up and that the details
around all the zips are designed to be used without taking
your gloves off. We wanted the details on the garments
to offer so many options that you can adapt them to your
own personal needs. The end user isn’t stuck with just one
option. We hope people will appreciate this.’
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The vest is based on the same principles as the anorak and
has more or less the same details. It’s really just down to
personal preference which garment you choose.
‘When developing these garments, we asked dog handlers
what functions they feel are important and what they
want from the clothing they use today. We were pleased
and encouraged to find that most of the features and
characteristics people wanted were already included in the
garments from the basic design stage. This confirmed we
were on the right track,’ Mats says.
A dog handler’s foremost task is to read the dog, understand its strengths and keep it interested in the quarry,
scents and tracks. Mats has four dogs himself. In recent
years, he has increasingly focused on the work involving
wounded game tracking.
‘I’ve developed this interest over many years of different
types of dog hunting. Wounded game tracking requires a
fine-tuned interplay with your dog. It’s a wonderful type of
cooperation which all dog lovers should try.

‘Working with dogs is one of the things I enjoy most,
which makes it particularly important to choose the right
clothing. I spend virtually all my free time interacting and
working with my dogs, and the clothes I choose mustn’t
interfere with this activity. I’m very exacting about my
clothes. Being in a good frame of mind is the most important factor for a successful day out in the forest with your
dog. Your clothes mustn’t cause problems or obstruction.
They should maximise your chances when you’re hunting
and tracking. The most rewarding thing for a dog handler
is when you come home from a day in the forest and your
dog just falls asleep, exhausted with happiness after doing
what it loves and was born to do.’
‘That’s how I define a successful day of hunting or
wounded game tracking with my dog,’ says Mats.

Protection/Dog Handler
Tracking and Wild Boar Hunting. Innovative hunting garment for excellent protection and
flexibility. The ultimate equipment for trackers and wild boar hunters. Our popular Protection
trousers offer one of the highest stab protection constructions on the market. Now you also
find the newly developed Protect Anorak and Vest. Made for trackers and dog handlers in shell
fabrics with stretch. These items offer flexible solutions for every opportunity.

Men

PROTECT PRO M ANORAK

PROTECT M VEST

New hybrid anorak with assymetrical zipper on left side.
Updated fit and new pocket solutions. Hi-Viz stretch fabric
for maximum comfort.

Dog handler vest with hi-viz stretch fabric and updated
pocket solutions.

Details, functional solutions and materials are all chosen to
suit the dog handler as good as possible. Powerful and flexible anorak in stretch with asymmetrical zipper on the left
side. Excellent visibility thanks to the clear Hi-Viz colours.
Made with our COVERTEX® membrane to withstand water
and wind. The anorak has a number of functional pockets.
New waist belt solution gives you many options to fasten
your gear in your own way. Developed in close collaboration
with one of Sweden’s most famous dog handlers.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100353

Color
551 Orange Neon

Size
S–3XL

Dog handler vest equipped with smart details and well-thoughtout pocket solutions. Light and flexible vest in stretch material.
Excellent visibility thanks to the clear Hi-Viz colours. New waist
belt solution gives you many options to fasten your gear in your
own way. Developed in close collaboration with one of Sweden’s
most famous dog handlers.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100361

Color
551 Orange Neon

Size
XS–3XL

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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Men

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT ACCORDING
TO STANDARD DIN
EN ISO 13688: 2013

PROTECTION XTRM M TROUSER

PROTECTION M TROUSER

Excellent fit and new thorn resistant reinforcements.

The ultimate boar hunting trousers with focus on
protection and safety.

High-quality boar hunting trousers with all materials and
details carefully designed to provide high protection.
Ultra-durable material protects against stab wounds and
minimises wear and tear in tough terrain. Reinforced with
protective CONPIERCE® and SPA Para-aramid in the most
exposed areas. Made with our prime quality NEONORDIC®
200 membrane for an optimal combination of waterproofing
and breathability. Stretch panel on back for added ease of
movement. Several leg pockets and traditional side pockets.
Extra-high back with buttons for braces and tabs at ends
of legs. Our Protection trousers are certified according to
EC Type Examination Certificate K-EG 2017/8278. Tested
according to German “Technische Spezifikation zur Prüfung
von Keilerschutzhosen”, DIN EN ISO 13688:2013. Compliant
with health and safety requirements according to Annex II of
Regulation (EU) 2016/425
Fabric
Shell 1: 100% polyamide
Shell 2: 72% nylon
Shell 2: 25% para-aramid
Shell 2: 3% elastane
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Cut Protection: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100286
100287

Size
46–60
D96–D128

Color
420 Swedteam Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire
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READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM

High-End boar hunting trousers with all materials and details
carefully designed to provide high protection. The construction
focuses on maximum protection at wild boar attacks. Our stab
proof material CONPIERCE®, acts like a protective inside layer
in the whole trouser, front and back. Front parts of legs are
equipped with protective Vectran™ in the most exposed areas,
which minimise wear and tear in tough terrain. Made with
our prime quality NEONORDIC® 200 membrane for an optimal
combination of waterproofing and breathability. Stretch panel
on back for added ease of movement. Several leg pockets and
traditional side pockets. Extra-high back with buttons for
braces and tabs at ends of legs. Our Protection trousers are
certified according to EC Type Examination Certificate K-EG
2017/8278. Tested according to German “Technische Spezifikation zur Prüfung von Keilerschutzhosen”, DIN EN ISO
13688:2013. Compliant with health and safety requirements
according to Annex II of Regulation (EU) 2016/425.
Fabric
Shell 1: 100% polyester
Shell 2: 100% polyamide
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Cut Protection: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
420 Swedteam Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Art.no
100027
100111
100112

Size
46–60
D96–D128
150–156

Men

HIGH VISIBILITY
CLOTHING
EN ISO 20471:2013

DOG HANDLER NICCO PRO M JACKET
Dog handlers jacket with a focus on tracking.
Details, functional solutions and materials are all selected to
suit the dog handler as well as possible. Powerful and flexible
jacket with good visibility. Also meets the requirements for
the tracking of reflectors. Their design and location is certified
according to EN ISO 20471: in 2013. Made with our COVERTEX®
membrane to keep out water and wind. The jacket has
removable sleeves and many functional pockets for radio,
knife, first aid, rifle scope, etc. Developed in close collaboration
with professional dog handlers.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% polyester
Shell fabric: 20% polyurethane
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100132
Size
S–3XL

Color
551 Orange Neon

See Dog Handler belt on accessories, page 81.
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Bull
Classic hunting garments in leather. Classic, loose-fitting vest and trousers in strong leather.

Men

ELK LEATHER M
TROUSER

BULL JEANS M
TROUSER

Super hard-wearing moleskin classic.

Leather trouser with jeans look.

Special hunting trousers with roomy
fit. Made of moleskin and reinforced
with skin on the entire front and
bottom. Trousers with high back and
buttons for braces; two front pockets
and back pocket with zip.

Double back pockets. Made of durable
buffalo leather.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Reinforcement: 100% leather
Size
46–62
148–156
D96–124

Art.no
100147
100148
100149

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% buffalo leather
Lining: 100% cotton
Size
46–60
Color
200 Brown

Art.no
100240

BULL M TROUSER
Classic-style leather trousers.
Storage in the form of slanted front
pockets, thigh pockets and one back
pocket with zip. Suitable for demanding
hunting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% goat leather
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
46–60

Art.no
100136

Color
200 Brown

Color
200 Brown

BULL M VEST
Strong leather vest.
The vest has zippered storage pockets
as well as a large back pocket with
openings at both sides.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% goat leather
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–4XL
See the Bull Apron on
accessories, page 80.

Art.no
100135

Color
200 Brown

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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Ultra
For active hunting and leisure. Garments in silent material with a modern fit. Ideal for dynamic,
active hunting. Featuring our own COVERTEX® membrane with excellent breathability to keep
you dry throughout your hunt.

Men

ULTRA PRO M JACKET

ULTRA PRO M TROUSER

Hunting jacket in soft, silent and lightweight micro
polyester fabric.

Hunting trouser in soft, silent and lightweight micro
polyester fabric.

Hunting jacket in soft, silent and lightweight micro polyester fabric. Waterproof and windproof with our membrane
COVERTEX® 100 Liner. New position of ventilation zippers in
jacket for better function. High collar with detachable hood.
Two radio pockets on shoulders including antenna loop. Two
spacious lower front pockets with brushed lining. This jacket
is also equipped with a back pocket.

Hunting trouser in soft, silent and lightweight micro polyester fabric. Seat has double layer fabric for extra durability.
Waterproof and windproof with our memrane COVERTEX®
100 Liner. Elastic high back waist with silicone non-slip tape.
Suspender buttons in waist. Two spacious front pockets
with brushed lining. Two leg pockets with extra pockets for
smart phone or GPS tracker. Adjustable leg opening with a
snap buttons.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100302

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
46–60

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100303

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
46–60
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Men

ULTRA PILE M SWEATER
Soft and silent pile hunting jacket.
Soft and cozy pile jacket for hunting or leisure.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100347

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
S–3XL

Men

ULTRA DOWN PRO M JACKET
Technical jacket with high quality down insulation.
Lightweight Down Jacket in our new Ultra Collection.
Versatile jacket suitable for everyday use. This jacket
is also possible to wear as an insulation layer in cold
weather. High quality down filling with 500 fill power.
High collar with detachable hood. One chest pocket and
two front pockets. Small pouch for packing is included.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Insulation: 80% down
Insulation: 20% feather
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100307
Size
S–3XL

Color
420 Swedteam Green

NEW

NEW

ULTRA M SWEATER

ULTRA VEST

Lightweight fleece sweater with full-length zip.

Lightweight fleece vest.

Lightweight and warm stretch fleece sweater with full-length
zip on front. Two pockets with zippers. Ideal as a second layer
garment in combination with your shell jacket. Suitable for all
types of hunting, especially active hunting.

Lightweight and warm stretch fleece vest with full-length
zip on front. Two pockets with zippers. Ideal as a second layer
garment in combination with your shell jacket. Suitable for all
types of hunting, especially active hunting.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art.no
100299

Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester

Art.no
100300

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
S–3XL

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
XS–3XL
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Lynx
Lynx trouser was a big hit last year, when we created the smooth LIGHT and the
stronger XTRM versions. To improve the already high function of Lynx garments,
we add the Antibite™ treatment on most Lynx items. Further information about our
unique tick and mosquito treatment is available on page 14.

Men

NEW
NEW

LYNX M ANTIBITE JACKET

LYNX XTRM M ANTIBITE TROUSER

Windproof jacket with Antibite™ treatment against
bugs and tics.

Outdoor trouser with stretch panels and Antibite™ treatment
against bugs and tics.

Windproof jacket in our popular Lynx Family. This jacket is
without membrane for best breathing performance and low
weight. Fabric is water-resistant. Stretch panels at the side.
Shoulders are reinforced with a very durable material. Waxed
finish cotton-mix body fabric. Antibite™ is a non-toxic and
environmental friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics.
The IR3535 substance is active for up to 80 washes.

Robust and yet lightweight outdoor trouser in polyestercotton fabric. Front of legs and seat are reinforced with
a strong fabric against wear and tear. Big stretch panels
in front and back for a smooth fit. Spacious front pockets.
Two leg pockets suitable for mobile phone or wallet. Lower
hem is adjustable in width with snap buttons. Antibite™ is
a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against
mosquitos and tics. The IR3535 substance is active for up
to 80 washes.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex
Stretch Panel: 92% nylon
Stretch Panel: 8% spandex
Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
902 Dark Grey

Art.no
100325

Size
46–60

Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex
Stretch Panel: 92% nylon
Stretch Panel: 8% spandex

Art.no
100331

Size
46–60

Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
902 Dark Grey

See Lynx a accessories on pages 70, 71 ,80 and 81.
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Men

LYNX M SWEATER FULL-ZIP
Classic fleece jacket in matching colours for Lynx Trousers.
Functional fleece sweater for hunting and outdoor activities.
Suitable as a sweater on it’s own, or as a mid-layer to wear
under your jacket when it is cold. Elastic cuffs and lower hem.
Two front pockets.

LYNX LIGHT M TROUSER
Outdoor trouser with stretch panels.
Versatile outdoor trouser in lightweight polyester-cotton
fabric. Big stretch panels in front and back. Spacious front
pockets. Adjustable length by clever solution of folded hem.
Two leg pockets suitable for mobile phone or wallet.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Stretch Panel: 92% nylon
Stretch Panel: 8% spandex

Art.no
100201
Size
46–60

Color
950 Black
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100298

Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
902 Dark Grey

Size
XS–4XL

Men

NEW

ALBERT ANTIBITE PRO M SHIRT
Shirt in poly-cotton twill with Antibite™ treatment.
Light and quick drying shirt in Pro fit. Single chest pocket
without flap. The shirt has our Antibite™ treatment. Antibite™
is a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against
mosquitos and tics.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton

Art.no
100389

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
S–4XL

NEW

NEW

LYNX M ANTIBITE
SHIRT

LYNX ANTIBITE
GAITER

LYNX ANTIBITE
NECK GAITER

Lightweight shirt with Antibite™
treatment against bugs and tics.

Functional gaiter with Antibite™
treatment.

Functional tube scarf with Antibite™
treatment.

Functional shirt in a lightweight polycotton mix fabric. Quickdrying and
cool feeling on your body. Double chest
pockets. Standard collar. Snap buttons
in the front. Regular fit. Antibite™ is a
non-toxic and environmental friendly
treatment against mosquitos and tics.
The IR3535 substance is active for up
to 80 washes.

Gaiter with rubber strap under the
foot. Opening and adjustment is on the
back of gaiter, to avoid getting stuck in
branches. Strong and yet lightweight.
The gaiter has our Antibite™ treatment.
Antibite™ is a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against
mosquitos and tics.

Made in a soft and elstic polyester.
With some simple foldings you can
turn this tube scarf into a beanie or
a mask. This item has our Antibite™
treatment. Antibite™ is a non-toxic
and environmental friendly treatment
against mosquitos and tics.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 60% cotton
Shell fabric: 40% polyester
Size
S–4XL
Color
400 Green

Art.no
100329

Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex
Size
Onesize

Art.no
100237

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize

Art.no
100165

Color
407 Hunting Green
551 Orange Neon

Color
553 Swedteam Orange
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Men

Heritage
Stylish and patterned, for recreational hunting and weekends.
The Heritage Collection takes us back to our hunting heritage.
With excellent fit, carefully designed details and elegant
accessories for impeccable style.

1919 CLASSIC M JACKET
Classic jacket in pure lambswool.
Classic tweed jacket in warm lambswool with soft lining. Carefully styled
fit for an elegant silhouette. Classic
details and collar in corduroy. Upper
and lower front and inside pockets for
practical storage. The perfect garment
for an elegant hunting look.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% lambswool
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–3XL

Art.no
100036

Color
409 Tweed Green

1919 WAXED M JACKET
Classic style waxed jacket. Swedteam signature lining. Adtjustable waist.
Spacious pockets and wide fit. Suitable for wearing in forest or at work.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Lining 1: 100% cotton
Lining 2: 100% polyester

Art.no
100144

Size
48–58

1919 CLASSIC M VEST

Color
407 Hunting Green

Traditional vest in pure lambswool.

See Heritage accessories on page 70 och 78.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% lambswool
Lining: 100% polyester

100% lambswool tweed, inside in comfortable polyester. Carefully designed
details for a classic look. Zip and practical pockets on front. Perfect combined
with 1919 Classic M blazer.

Size
S–4XL
Color
409 Tweed Green
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Art.no
100037

Men

Vist Loden
Classic hunting garments in silent loden material. Vist Loden garments are functional and easy
to care for, made of water-resistant woollen fabric that keeps you warm even in wet conditions.
The jacket is available in two versions: a shorter style or a classic loose-fitting style.

VIST LODEN PRO M
JACKET
Short jacket in a lightweight and quiet
loden material.
Shorter jacket with detachable hood,
elastic cuffs and mesh lined sleeves.
The jacket is unlined. Dual radio pockets and front zip pockets. The jacket can
be machine washed at 30 ° on a wool
program.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% polyester
Size
46–60

Art.no
22-155

Color
204 Dark Olive

VIST LODEN PRO M
ANORAK

VIST LODEN CLASSIC M
JACKET

Flexible anorak in light, silent Loden
fabric.

Classic model of a long jacket in a
lightweight and quiet loden material.

Short anorak with smart details and
focus on ease of movement. Several
pockets, adjustable at wrists and bottom hem. Machine-washable at 30 ° on
a wool programme.

An extra long and generous fit. They
have many clever details such as thumb
grip, dual radio pockets, detachable hood
and mesh lining. Large storage pockets
and two hand warmer pockets. The
jacket can be machine washed at 30 ° on
a wool program.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% polyester
Size
46–60
Color
204 Dark Olive

Art.no
100052

Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% polyester
Size
46–60
Color
204 Dark Olive

Art.no
22-138

VIST LODEN M TROUSER
Hunting trousers in a lightweight and
quiet loden material.
The trousers are reinforced with double
layer Loden on the knees for extra durability. Stretch panels at the back and
curved legs provide maximum mobility.
Leg straps and smart ankles to easily
regulate the width. Enhanced at back
and buttons for suspenders. The trousers
can be machine-washed at 30 °
wool program.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% polyester
Size
46–60

Art.no
100139

Color
204 Dark Olive
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Men

DEREK M SWEATER
Crew neck sweater with suede details.
Round-necked sweater with attractive faux suede
details. Made of warm, silent wool mix fabric.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% lambswool
Shell fabric: 20% nylon
Detail: 100% polyester

Art.no
100034
Size
S–3XL

Color
413 Loden Green

BRAD CLASSIC M SWEATER
FULL-ZIP
Windproof and water repellent wool sweater.
Warm sweater in water repellent wool, with our WINDBREAKER® membrane for high protection against wind
and water. A versatile sweater. Ideal as a reinforcement
garment in combination with breathable clothing, or as
an outer garment in good weather.
Art.no
100066

Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% nylon
Lining: 100% polyester

Size
S–4XL

Color
200 Brown
413 Loden Green

JOSH CLASSIC M SWEATER FULL-ZIP

CLAY M VEST

Fleece sweater in polyester jersey.

Shooting vest with padded protection on shoulders.

Light, moisture-wicking material. Shiny fabric lining inside
sleeves makes jacket easy to put on and take off.

Waxed vest with soft mesh padding. Removable padding at
front, extra reinforcement on shoulders for soft protection.
Plenty of practical storage with large pockets on front and
large pocket on back. Comfortable fit, adjustable at waist.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100092

Color
413 Loden Green
205 Swedteam Brown

Size
S–3XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Color
400 Green
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Art.no
100142
Size
XS–5XL

Men

TORNE 2.0 M SWEATER FULL-ZIP
Lightweight and warm fleece jacket for all types of hunting
and leisure.
A favourite with a twist! With Torne 2.0, you get a warm
breathable fleece, with reinforcements in synthetic suede
shoulders. Particularly suitable as an extra layer under a
shell jacket.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Detail: 100% polyester

Art.no
100138

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
S–3XL

Men

NEW

DOUGLAS M SHIRT
Mesh-lined flannel hunting shirt in breathanble
polyester.
Long-sleeved shirt in new technical polyester
flannel with mesh lining. Lightweight and quickdrying.Double pockets on chest and button-down
collar. This shirt is suitable to use together with all
kind of our breathable membrane garments.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% elastane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100140

Color
407 Hunting Green
141 Dark Sand

Size
S–4XL

DAVID M SHIRT
Mesh-lined flannel hunting shirt in
technical polyester.
Long-sleeved shirt in new technical
polyester flannel with mesh lining.
Lightweight and quickdrying.Double
pockets on chest and button-down
collar. This shirt is suitable to use
together with all kind of our breathable
membrane garments.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% elastane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–4XL
Color
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100350

PETER CLASSIC M
SHIRT
Twill shirt with double chest pockets.
Exclusive outdoor shirt in highquality twill cotton. Classic fit, double
flapped pockets on chest and buttondown collar.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Size
S–4XL
Color
420 Swedteam Green

Art.no
100064

Men

RALPH M SHIRT

STEVEN 2.0 M SHIRT

DAVE M SHIRT

Classic shirt in pure lightweight cotton.

Classic shirt in pure lightweight cotton.

Classic shirt in pure lightweight cotton.

Cotton flannel, everyday shirt in
updated Classic Fit (regular). Single
chest pocket and button-down collar.

Cotton flannel, everyday shirt in
updated Classic Fit (regular). Single
chest pocket and button-down collar.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton

Updated version of our popular Steven
shirt. Brushed cotton flannel for a softer
feeling. Pattern is updated with our
Swedteam Signature Orange colour.
Classic fit (wide).

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton

Size
S–4XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton

Size
S–4XL

Size
S–4XL

Color
400 Green

Art.no
100317

Color
602 Navy

Art.no
100318

Art.no
100316

Color
103 Off-white

ALAN CLASSIC M
SHIRT

CLIVE CLASSIC M
SHIRT

PATRIC CLASSIC M
SHIRT

Shirt in poly-cotton flannel.

Shirt in cotton flannel.

Shirt in cotton flannel.

Soft brushed inside. Double flapped
pockets on chest. Button-down collar.
Classic fit (wide).

Soft brushed inside. Double flapped
pockets on chest. Button-down collar.
Classic fit (wide).

Soft brushed inside. Double flapped
pockets on chest. Button-down collar.
Classic fit (wide).

Fabric
Shell fabric: 60% cotton
Shell fabric: 40% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 60% cotton
Shell fabric: 40% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 60% cotton
Shell fabric: 40% polyester

Size
S–4XL

Size
S–4XL

Size
S–4XL

Color
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100258

Color
553 Swedteam Orange

Art.no
100260

Art.no
100262

Color
420 Swedteam Green
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Men

HURON M RAIN SET
Rain gear for really wet days.
Good fit and smart details such as adjustable straps at
the cuffs. It is made of elastic and waterproof PU-coated
polyester fabric. The trouser has a mesh upper for extra
ventilation.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100161

Color
400 Green

Size
S–3XL

HURON M RAIN PONCHO
Spacious waterproof poncho.
Made of elastic and waterproof PU-coated polyester fabric.
The poncho has a fleece lined thermal pocket and flap in the
front to protect the weapon and riflescope in the rain.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100162

Color
400 Green

Size
M/L–XL/2XL
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Women
Revolutionary technology
and outstanding fit.
Comfortable, functional clothing for all hunting
situations, combined with attractive style for
recreational hunters. Needless to say, the
revolutionary DESOLVE® Camouflage clothing
is also available in our women’s collection.

Ridge
The ultimate camouflage in forest and open landscape. Ridge is a range of clothing that
features the DESOLVE® Veil camouflage pattern with brown colour tones typical of the
Nordic landscape. This pattern has sharp contrasts which attract the eye and break up your
shape, making you invisible at all distances. Veil is a flexible camouflage pattern suitable
for many conditions, especially green environments such as forest, woodland or open terrain.

RIDGE W JACKET

RIDGE W TROUSER

Hunting jacket with the revolutionary DESOLVE® Veil
camouflage pattern.

Hunting trousers with the revolutionary DESOLVE® Veil
camouflage pattern.

Short, flexible hunting jacket in silent material with unique
camouflage pattern. With COVERTEX® 100 for high protection
against wind and water. Smart details include several large
pockets, detachable hood and adjustable cuffs and bottom
edge. Suitable for most types of hunting.

Trousers in silent material with unique pattern. With
COVERTEX® 100 for high protection against wind and
water. Front pockets, large pockets on legs, adjustment
tabs at ankles. Suitable for most types of hunting.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100055

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Size
34–46

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100056

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Size
34–46
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Women

Ultra
For active hunting and leisure. Garments in silent material with a short fit. Ideal for dynamic,
active hunting. Featuring our own COVERTEX® membrane with excellent breathability to keep
you dry throughout your hunt. Our popular anorak is in the Ultra Light range.

NEW

NEW

ULTRA VEST
Lightweight fleece vest.
Lightweight and warm stretch fleece
vest with full-length zip on front. Two
pockets with zippers. Ideal as a second
layer garment in combination with
your shell jacket. Suitable for all types
of hunting, especially active hunting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester
Size
XS–3XL
Color
407 Hunting Green

ULTRA W SWEATER
Lightweight fleece sweater with
full-length zip.
Lightweight and warm stretch fleece
sweater with full-length zip on front.
Two pockets with zippers. Ideal as a
second layer garment in combination
with your shell jacket. Suitable for all
types of hunting, especially active
hunting.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 95% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Stretch Panel: 100% polyester
Size
34–46
Color
407 Hunting Green
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Art.no
100313

Art.no
100300

Women

ULTRA W JACKET

ULTRA W TROUSER

Hunting jacket in soft, silent and lightweight micro
polyester fabric.

Ultra W Hunting trouser in soft, silent and lightweight
micro polyester fabric.

Hunting jacket for women in soft, silent and lightweight micro
polyester fabric. Waterproof and windproof with our membrane
COVERTEX® 100 Liner. New position of ventilation zippers in
jacket for better function. High collar with detachable hood.
Two radio pockets on shoulders including antenna loop. Two
spacious lower front pockets with brushed lining. This jacket
is also equipped with a back pocket.

Hunting trouser for women in soft, silent and lightweight
micro polyester fabric. Seat has double layer fabric for extra
durability. Waterproof and windproof with our membrane
COVERTEX® 100 Liner. Elastic high back waist with silicone
non-slip tape. Suspender buttons in waist. Two spacious
front pockets with brushed lining. Two leg pockets with
extra pockets for smart phone or GPS tracker. Adjustable leg
opening with a snap buttons.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100308

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
34–46

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100309

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
34–46

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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NEW

ALLIE ANTIBITE W SHIRT
Shirt in poly-cotton twill with Antibite™ treatment.
Light and quick drying shirt. Single chest pocket without
flap. The shirt has our Antibite™ treatment. Antibite™ is a
non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against
mosquitos and tics.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton

Art.no
100390

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
34–44

Women

NEW
NEW

LYNX W ANTIBITE JACKET
Windproof jacket with Antibite™ treatment against bugs and tics.
Windproof jacket in our popular Lynx Family. This jacket is
without membrane for best breathing performance and low
weight. Fabric is water-resistant. Stretch panels at the side.
Shoulders are reinforced with a very durable material. Waxed
finish cotton-mix body fabric. Antibite™ is a non-toxic and
environmental friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics.
The IR3535 substance is active for up to 80 washes
Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex
Stretch Panel: 92% nylon
Stretch Panel: 8% spandex

Art.no
100326
Size
34–46
Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
902 Dark Grey

LYNX XTRM W ANTIBITE TROUSER
Outdoor trouser with stretch panels and Antibite™ treatment
against bugs and tics.
Robust and yet lightweight outdoor trouser in polyester-cotton
fabric. Front of legs and seat are reinforced with a strong fabric
against wear and tear. Big stretch panels in front and back for
a smooth fit. Spacious front pockets. Two leg pockets suitable
for mobile phone or wallet. Lower hem is adjustable in width
with snap buttons. Antibite™ is a non-toxic and environmental
friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics. The IR3535
substance is active for up to 80 washes.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex
Stretch Panel: 92% nylon
Stretch Panel: 8% spandex

Art.no
100328
Size
34–46
Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange
902 Dark Grey

LYNX W ANTIBITE SHIRT
Lightweight shirt with Antibite™ treatment against bugs and tics.
Functional shirt in a lightweight poly-cotton mix fabric. Quickdrying and cool feeling on your body. Double chest pockets.
Standard collar. Snap buttons in the front. Regular fit. Antibite™ is
a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics. The IR3535 substance is active for up to 80 washes.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 60% cotton
Shell fabric: 40% polyester

Art.no
100339

Color
400 Green

Size
34–44

See Lynx Antibite™ Accessories on pages 70, 71, 80 and 81.
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Women

Protection/
Dog Handler

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT ACCORDING TO STANDARD
DIN EN ISO 13688: 2013

Hardwearing clothes for excellent protection and
freedom of movement. The ultimate equipment for dog
handlers. Our popular Protection trousers offer high stab
protection in the event of boar attacks, as well as effective
wear resistance in tough terrain. The trousers are lined
with our in-house developed CONPIERCE® Stabproof
material, and are reinforced on the outside with Vectran™
in vulnerable areas. NEONORDIC® 200 liner protects
against water and wind. Our hardwearing Dog Handler
Jacket is designed in close collaboration with professional
dog handlers.

HIGH VISIBILITY
CLOTHING
EN ISO 20471:2013

PROTECTION W TROUSER
The ultimate boar hunting trousers with focus on protection
and safety.

DOG HANDLER NICCO W JACKET
Dog handlers jacket with a focus on tracking.
Details, functional solutions and materials are all selected to
suit the dog handler as well as possible. Smooth and flexible
jacket with good visibility. Also meets the requirements for
the tracking of reflectors. Their design and placement, is
certified according to EN ISO 20471: 2013. Made with our
COVERTEX® membrane to keep out water and wind. The
jacket has removable sleeves and many functional pockets
for radio, knife, first aid, rifle scope, etc. Developed in close
collaboration with professional dog handlers
Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% polyester
Shell fabric: 20% polyurethane
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
551 Orange Neon
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Art.no
100133
Size
S–XL

High-End boar hunting trousers with all materials and
details carefully designed to provide high protection. The
construction focuses on maximum protection at wild boar
attacks. Our stab proof material CONPIERCE®, acts like a
protective inside layer in the whole trouser, front and back.
Front parts of legs are equipped with protective Vectran™
in the most exposed areas, which minimise wear and tear
in tough terrain. Made with our prime quality NEONORDIC®
200 membrane for an optimal combination of waterproofing
and breathability. Stretch panel on back for added ease of
movement. Several leg pockets and traditional side pockets.
Extra-high back with buttons for braces and tabs at ends
of legs. Our Protection trousers are certified according to
EC Type Examination Certificate K-EG 2017/8278. Tested
according to German “Technische Spezifikation zur Prüfung
von Keilerschutzhosen”, DIN EN ISO 13688:2013. Compliant
with health and safety requirements according to Annex II of
Regulation (EU) 2016/425
Fabric
Shell 1: 100% polyester
Shell 2: 100% polyamide
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining 1: 100% polyester
Lining 2: 100% polyester
Color
420 Swedteam Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Art.no
100028
Size
34–46

Women

1919 WAXED W JACKET
Classic leisure jacket with waxed outer shell.
Spacious pockets and wide fit. Suitable for wearing
in forest or at work.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Lining 1: 100% cotton
Lining 2: 100% polyester

Art.no
100247

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
34–44

TORNE W VEST

SHIRLEY W SWEATER FULL-ZIP

Versatile, smart, warm fleece vest.

Warm, comfortable full-zip sweater.

Fitted vest with breast pocket and side pockets with zips.
Double fleece with pile inside.

Long sweater in thermal wool mix. High collar and practical
two-way zip.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100105

Color
407 Hunting Green

Size
XS–XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% lambswool
Shell fabric: 20% nylon
Color
413 Loden Green

Art.no
100032
Size
34–46
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Hamra
Versatile clothing for active hunting and leisure. Hamra products are ideal for wearers
with high demands on function and fit. A range of comfortable garments fully waterproof
and breathable with our COVERTEX® 100 membrane.

Women

HAMRA W JACKET

HAMRA W TROUSER

Long jacket with exceptional fit and high comfort.

Functional hunting trousers offering high comfort.

Ideal for hunters with high demands on function and fit.
Fully reinforced with COVERTEX® membrane for effective
protection against wind and water.

Ideal for hunters with high demands on function and fit.
Fully reinforced with COVERTEX® membrane for effective
protection against wind and water. Vents on inside and
outside of legs.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 92% polyester
Shell fabric: 8% nylon
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
200 Brown

Art.no
100059
Size
34–46

Fabric
Shell fabric: 92% polyester
Shell fabric: 8% nylon
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Filling: 100% polyester

Art.no
100060
Size
34–46

Color
200 Brown

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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Junior
The collection for young
hunt enthusiasts.
In many cases, a passion for hunting
is shared by whole families and
spans several generations. Our junior
collection includes clothing with our
revolutionary DESOLVE® Camouflage
design – a must for all junior hunters.

RIDGE JR TROUSER
Kid’s hunting trousers with unique
DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.

RIDGE JR JACKET
Kid’s jacket with unique DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.
Silent hunting jacket with the revolutionary DESOLVE®
Veil and DESOLVE® Fire patterns. With COVERTEX® for
high protection against wind and water. Detachable
hood. Adjustable at waist and sleeve openings.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100342

Color
710 DESOLVE® Fire/Veil

Size
120–170

Silent trousers with the revolutionary
DESOLVE® Veil and DESOLVE® Fire
patterns. With COVERTEX® for high
protection against wind and water.
Large pockets on legs, drawstring at
waist and velcro tabs for adjustment at
leg openings.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100343

Color
710 DESOLVE® Fire/Veil

Size
120–170

Junior

NEW

NEW

LYNX JR JACKET
Windproof junior jacket with reinforcements on shoulders.
Windproof junior jacket in our popular Lynx Family. This
jacket is without membrane for best breathing performance
and low weight. Fabric is water-resistant. Shoulders are
reinforced with a very strong material. Waxed finish cottonmix body fabric.
Fabric
Shell 1: 65% polyester
Shell 1: 35% cotton
Shell 2: 65% polyester
Shell 2: 35% cotton
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex

Art.no
100374

Size
120–170

Color
407 Hunting Green

LYNX JR TROUSER
Windproof junior trouser.
Functional junior trouser in lightweight polyester-cotton fabric.
Spacious front pockets. Adjustable leg opening with snap
buttons. Two leg pockets suitable for mobile phone or wallet.
Fabric
Shell 1: 65% polyester
Shell 1: 35% cotton
Shell 2: 65% polyester
Shell 2: 35% cotton

Art.no
100375
Size
120–170

Color
407 Hunting Green

RIDGE JR CAP

ULTRA KNIT JUNIOR BEANIE

Kid’s cap with unique DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.

Classic knitted beanie.

Velcro adjustment tab at back of neck.

Low cut knitted beanie. Swedteam antler logo
embroidery in front.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100115

Color
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
Onesize

Fabric
Shell fabric: 50% wool
Shell fabric: 50% acrylic
Color
551 Orange Neon

Art.no
100150
Size
Onesize
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Accessories
The details that make your outfit complete.
Warm, flexible, visible or camouflage – what
sort of accessories do you want? We have a
wide range of accessories to keep you warm
and stylish at all times.

Accessories

MERINO TECH M BASE LAYER SET
Base layer with unique seamless construction for an optimal fit.
Warm, hardwearing woollen base set of prime quality. With
long sweater and high-waisted leggings to keep back covered.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 50% merino wool
Shell fabric: 35% nylon
Shell fabric: 10% polyester
Shell fabric: 5% spandex
Size
S/M–2XL/3XL

Art.no
100235

Color
407 Hunting Green

RIDGE M BASE LAYER SET
Lightweight technical base set with thermal and
moisture-wicking properties.
Snug-fitting base sweater with round neck. High-waisted
leggings to keep back covered. Featuring the unique
DESOLVE® Veil camouflage pattern.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 90% polyester
Shell fabric: 10% spandex
Size
S–3XL

Art.no
100244

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
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Accessories

HUNTER TECH MID
SOCKS

FUNCTION 2-PACK
SOCKS

HUNTER 2-PACK
SOCKS

Technical socks in warm, soft
Merino wool.

Combined outer sock and liner for
maximum comfort.

Functional sock for hunting and
active leisure.

Reinforced with polyamide on toe and
heel for optimal durability. Extra thick
over ankles to prevent chafing.

Excellent fit. Inner sock in COOLMAX®
for good moisture transport and high
comfort. Two-pack.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 40% merino wool
Shell fabric: 53% polyamide
Shell fabric: 7% elastane

Fabric
Material: 50% wool
Material: 30% acrylic
Material: 15% polyamide
Material: 5% spandex

Size
37/39–46/48

Art.no
100219

Color
950 Black
407 Hunting Green

Size
37/39–46/48

Art.no
100175

High quality and great fit. Two-pack.
Fabric
Material: 50% wool
Material: 30% acrylic
Material: 15% polyamide
Material: 5% spandex
Size
37/39–46/48

Art.no
100174

Color
407 Hunting Green

Color
950 Black

NEW

1919 WAXED HAT

3-P NECK GAITER

Classic waxed sports hat.

Functional scarf in three colours.

Suitable for wearing in forest or
at work.

Multi-use scarf, which protects against
wind, cold, sunburn and dust. Made of
100% high-tech polyester microfibre.
Sold in a three-pack with different
colours to suit different surroundings
and different degrees of visibility.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S,55-56–XL61-62
Color
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100246

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
999 Mixed Colour

Art.no
100196

LYNX ANTIBITE
NECK GAITER
Functional tube scarf with Antibite™
treatment.
Made in a soft and elstic polyester.
With some simple foldings you can
turn this tube scarf into a beanie or
a mask. This item has our Antibite™
treatment. Antibite™ is a non-toxic
and environmental friendly treatment
against mosquitos and tics.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
407 Hunting Green
551 Orange Neon
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Art.no
100165

Accessories

NEW

LYNX ANTIBITE CAP

ULTRA FLEX CAP

HUNDFÖRARE CAP

Lightweight and functional cap with
Antibite™ treatment.

Cap with 3D logo embrodery.

Cap for the dog handler.

This soft and silent cap has elastic
fitting for good comfort. Exclusive
Swedteam 3D embroidey in front.

Cap made with Hi-Viz colour for extra
safety. Adjustable size with velcro strap
in neck.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Size
Onesize

Size
Onesize

Cap with matching fabrics and colour to
our Lynx family. Short visor and single
hand adjustment in the back. The cap
has our Antibite™ treatment. Antibite™
is a non-toxic and environmental
friendly treatment against mosquitos
and tics.

Art.no
100178

Color
551 Orange Neon

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Fabric
Shell 1: 65% polyester
Shell 1: 35% cotton
Shell 2: 94% polyester
Shell 2: 6% spandex
Size
Onesize

Art.no
100371

Art.no
100330

Color
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange

WOLVERINE SPORTCAP

WOLVERINE CAP

JAKTLEDARE CAP

Exclusive cap with satin lining.

Exclusive cap with satin lining.

Made of hardwearing, breathable
TC fabric. Adjustable neck lanyard.

Made of hardwearing, breathable
TC fabric. Adjustable neck lanyard.

Cap with embroidered label - show who
has the hunting team’s key position.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 55% cotton
Shell fabric: 45% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 55% cotton
Shell fabric: 45% polyester

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Size
M–XL

Size
Onesize

Size
Onesize

Color
200 Brown

Art.no
100239

Color
200 Brown

Art.no
100238

Made in the signal colour for added visibility. With an adjustable velcro neck.

Art.no
100179

Color
551 Orange Neon
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Accessories

CREST LODEN CAP
Hunting Cap in Loden with Hi-Viz hood.
Classic style hunter cap with ear protectors. This cap
is made from loden fabric with a quilted inside. It has a
hidden Hi-Viz hood which is easily folded over the top.
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Fabric
Shell fabric: 80% wool
Shell fabric: 20% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100346

Color
413 Loden Green

Size
S,55-56–XL61-62

RIDGE THERMO PILOT HAT

RIDGE THERMO CAP

Warm hat with synthetic fur.

Insulatad cap with small visor.

Hat with our unique DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.
Fastening straps under chin, ear holes. Lined with
warm synthetic fur

Windproof cap with insulated lining and ear
protectors. Adjustable strap in the neck.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Fur: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100122

Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
M–XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100362

Color
407 Hunting Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
Onesize

ULTRA KNIT BEANIE
Classic knitted beanie.
Low cut knitted beanie. Swedteam antler logo
embroidery in front.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 50% wool
Shell fabric: 50% acrylic
Color
400 Green
551 Orange Neon
100 White

Art.no
100296
Size
Onesize

ULTRA KNIT WINDBREAKER
BEANIE
Classic knitted beanie with partial fleece lining.
Classic cut knitted beanie. Windproof WINDBREAKER®
membrane in lower part. Swedteam antler logo
embroidery in front.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 50% wool
Shell fabric: 50% acrylic
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100297
Size
Onesize

Color
400 Green
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NEW

RIDGE FLAT CAP

RIDGE CAP

Hi-Viz cap in casual style.

Cap with DESOLVE® pattern, suitable for all hunting
and leisure activities.

Classic cap with our unique DESOLVE® Fire pattern.
Elastic part in neck.
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Velcro adjustment tab at back of neck.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100395

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100124

Color
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
M–XL

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
Onesize

Accessories

RIDGE CAMOUFLAGE HOOD

RIDGE BEANIE

Hood with unique DESOLVE camouflage pattern.

Lightweight hat with DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.

Performance hood in DESOLVE®. Hides the face.

Beanie in soft stretchy fleece. Available with DESOLVE®
Veil and DESOLVE® Fire camouflage patterns.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100125

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
110 DESOLVE® Zero
411 DESOLVE® Wing

Size
Onesize

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100067

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
M/L–XL/2XL

RIDGE NECK GAITER

RIDGE W HEADBAND

Functional scarf in DESOLVE® camouflage pattern.

Stretch fleece headband.

It can also be used as a hat or mask. Made of unique
camouflage pattern from DESOLVE®.

Warm but also breathable.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100114

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
110 DESOLVE® Zero
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Size
Onesize

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100241

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Size
Onesize

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM
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Accessories

NEW

ULTRA DRY MITTEN M
GLOVE

GRIP DRY W GLOVE

COMFORT M GLOVE

Thick, warm outer gloves.

Waterproof women hunting gloves with
thin lining and firm grip.

Soft and windproof hunting gloves with
firm grip.

Windproof and waterproof. Removable
lining. Leather on palms. Wrist straps
to keep gloves in place when you take
them off.

Lightweight, flexible gloves. With
HIPORA® membrane. Wool lining for
extra warmth. PU material on palms
for firm grip.

Hunting gloves with windproof upper
material. PU material on palms for
firm grip.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Upper hand: 100% goat leather
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester

Fabric
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Upper: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 50% wool
Lining: 50% nylon

Size
S–2XL

Size
S–L

Art.no
100271

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Color
420 Swedteam Green
110 DESOLVE® Zero

ULTRA DRY M GLOVE
Thick, warm gloves.
Windproof and waterproof. Adjustable
cuffs in thermal neoprene for optimal
warmth. PU material on palms for
firm grip.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyamide
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Filling: 100% polyester
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–2XL

Art.no
100272

Color
420 Swedteam Green
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READ MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS ON SWEDTEAM.COM

Art.no
100234

Fabric
Upper: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 50% polyurethane
Upper hand: 50% nylon
Size
M–2XL
Color
420 Swedteam Green

Art.no
100046

Accessories

RIDGE LIGHT M GLOVE

RIDGE DRY M GLOVE

Thin and unlined glove with good grip. Available in Forest
Green and DESOLVE® camouflage patterns.

Lightweight and lined glove with HIPORA® membrane to keep
tight against water and wind.

Thin gloves with fingers that have ”smart touch” for
telephone use. Suitable for all hunting where you need
a good grip and feel.

Ridge Dry is a thin glove with smart functions, which fingers
with ”smart touch” for telephone use. Suitable for all hunting
where you need good grip and feeling. Wool lining for extra
warmth. Available in three different versions, DESOLVE® Veil
and DESOLVE® Fire camouflage and solid Forest Green.

Fabric
Upper: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane

Art.no
100366

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
402 Forest Green

Size
M–2XL

Fabric
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Upper: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 50% wool
Lining: 50% nylon

Art.no
100367
Size
M–2XL

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
560 DESOLVE® Fire
402 Forest Green

NEW

CREST THERMO GLOVE

GREEN M GLOVE

ZERO DRY M GLOVE

Warm, multi-purpose fingerless gloves.

Combined glove and warming mitten
for cold days.

Hunting glove with revolutionary
DESOLVE® Zero camouflage pattern.

Perfect if you need a thin, flexible
glove for shooting in, but want to
keep your hands warm and cosy in
between. The glove has a mitten flap
that can either be pulled over your
fingers or folded back and fastened
with a magnet.

Performance in DESOLVE® Zero, a unique camouflage pattern designed for
hunting below zero. The glove is wind
and waterproof and is equipped with
the trigger finger of elastic material.

Fleece mitten with THINSULATE®
lining for extra isolation. The hood over
the fingers, can be folded back so you
can use the mitten as a glove without
fingertips. This feature gives you maximum trigger access.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Insulation: 100% polyester
Size
M–XL
Color
950 Black
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100354

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
S–2XL
Color
400 Green

Art.no
100192

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Upper hand: 100% polyurethane
Filling: 100% polyester
Size
S–2XL

Art.no
100131

Color
110 DESOLVE® Zero
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Accessories

ALPHA 5 BACKPACK

RIDGE 38 BACKPACK

Lightweight and flexible backpack.

Classic hunting backpack with chair frame.

Small and lightweight backpack with shoulder straps in
thin mesh. Padded back plate for extra stability. Exterior is
made of SWEDTEAM® MollTec™ a water resistant material.
Holds 5 liters.

Water resistant backpack with many funtional pockets. Made
with our silent and strong material MOLLTEC™. Rifle protection on both sides of the frame. Updated carrying system for
minimum weight and maximum ventilation. Updated seat for
good comfort. Seat height 50-52 cm. Volume approx 38 L.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100363
Size
Onesize

Classic duffle bag in thick canvas.
Reinforced base and strong carrying
straps for optimal durability. Volume
approx. 80 litres.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 70% cotton
Shell fabric: 30% polyester
Coating: 100% polyurethane

Color
401 Ivy Green

Art.no
100357
Size
Onesize

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green

1919 CANVAS
DUFFEL BAG

Size
Onesize

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100218

1919 WEEKEND BAG
Checked tweed bag for completing
your classic hunting look.
Handles and whole base in PU leather.
Practical detachable shoulder strap.
Capacity: 40 litres.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% lambswool
Strap: 100% pu leather
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
409 Tweed Green

Art.no
100031

CLASSIC MOLLTEC
BACKPACK
Classic backpack for hunting and hiking.
Water resistant backpack with outer
surface SWEDTEAM® MOLLTEC™, ideal in
the forest and countryside. Fibre material
for extra weapon protection. Backpack
and framel can be separated. Seat height
48-50 cm. Holds approximately 36 liters.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
407 Hunting Green
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Art.no
100186

Accessories

NEW

RIDGE BINO BAG
Binocular bag with sturdy harness.
Funtional binocular bag. Sturdy harnes
with multiple adjustable straps for best
fit.Made with MOLLTEC™ fabric. The lid
has a buckle for opening and locking
with one hand. Polishing cloth is
included. Size with adjustable lid for
binoculars from 8x40 to 10x56.
Measurements 18*15*7 cm.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester

ALPHA WB WAISTBAG
Practical waist bag with many pockets..

Size
Onesize

Made with a special padded compartment with a draw-string for your water
bottle. For those who think backpacks
get too big to carry.
Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green
560 DESOLVE® Fire

Art.no
100370

Lightweight and versatile backpack
with DESOLVE® Veil pattern.
Small, lightweight rucksack with thin
mesh shoulder straps. Padded back
panel for added stability. Capacity:
5 litres. Complete with 1.5 litre hydration
bladder with tube and mouthpiece.

Size
Onesize
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Art.no
100097

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green

Size
Onesize

TRACKER AQUA
BACKPACK

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Coating: 100% polyurethane

Art.no
100378

ULTRA 75 BACKPACK

BACKBONE BACKPACK

Backpack in DESOLVE® Veil for hunting
and recreation.

Water-resistant backpack with smart
storage solutions.

Equipped with several useful features,
such as weapons holders and an integrated rain cover. Flexible backpack
with adjustable suspension, front opening, expandable outside pockets and
adjustable lid.

Available both in SWEDTEAM® MOLLTEC™ and DESOLVE® Veil. Has multiple
storage pockets, such as a specially
designed weapons storage as well as
mesh pockets for small items. Holds
about 46 liters, of which the weapons
pocket holds about 9 liters.

Fabric
Shell 1: 100% polyester
Shell 2: 100% nylon
Lining 1: 100% polyester
Lining 2: 100% nylon
Size
Onesize
Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Membrane: 100% polyurethane
Lining: 100% polyester
Art.no
23-800

Size
Onesize

Art.no
100096

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil
407 Hunting Green
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Accessories

NEW

LYNX ANTIBITE GAITER

BULL APRON

Functional gaiter with Antibite™ treatment.

Practical apron in durable leather.

Gaiter with rubber strap under the foot. Opening and
adjustment is on the back of gaiter, to avoid getting stuck
in branches. Strong and yet lightweight. The gaiter has our
Antibite™ treatment. Antibite™ is a non-toxic and environmental friendly treatment against mosquitos and tics.

Butcher’s apron in durable buffalo leather with long waist
ties and adjustable neck strap. Smooth surface for easy
cleaning. Perfect for hunting trips and barbecues.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 65% polyester
Shell fabric: 35% cotton
Reinforcement: 94% polyester
Reinforcement: 6% spandex

Art.no
100237
Size
Onesize

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% buffalo leather
Lining: 100% polyester

Art.no
100018

Color
201 Light brown

Size
Onesize

Color
553 Swedteam Orange

HELAGS GAITER

MOSQUITO M ANORAK

Water-resistant close-fitting gaiters.

Mosquito anorak in soft and bugproof net mesh fabric.

Elasticated below the ankle with a zipper in the front,
drawstring at the top and a buttoned cover. Made of a
strong watertight polyester, with an adjustable strap
under the sole of the boot to make for an excellent fit.

Lightweight mosquito anorak in soft and bugproof net mesh
fabric. Front pocket is also working as a packable bag. Fixed
hood with front mesh to cover your face from bugs.

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester
Coating: 100% polyurethane
Color
400 Green
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Art.no
100089
Size
L–XL

Fabric
Shell fabric: 100% polyester

Art.no
100301

Color
420 Swedteam Green

Size
S/M–2XL/3XL

Accessories

CLIP SUSPENDERS

VEIL SUSPENDERS

Suspenders with metal clips.
Adjustable length. Width 50 mm.

Suspenders with camouflage pattern
and leather fasteners.

Fabric
Strap: 100% polyester

Made in new camouflage DESOLVE®
Veil. 50 mm wide.

Size
Onesize

Fabric
Strap: 100% polyester

Art.no
100180

Size
Onesize

Color
950 Black
407 Hunting Green

Art.no
100182

Color
410 DESOLVE® Veil

CREST COMBI
SUSPENDERS
New sturdy suspenders with combined
strapfasteners in PU-leather and clips
in metal.
Updated sturdy suspenders with
combined strapfasteners in leather
and clips in metal to fit all users
Fabric
Strap: 63% polyester
Strap: 37% elastane
Detail: 100% polyurethane
Size
Onesize

Art.no
100365

Color
420 Swedteam Green

STRAP GREEN
SUSPENDERS

LYNX BELT

Suspenders with leather
fasteners
Two leather straps in front and
one behind. Adjustable length.
50 mm. wide.
Fabric
Strap: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
407 Hunting Green

DOG HANDLER
BELT

Heavy polyester belt.

Art.no
100181

Belt with new silent buckle
with Swedteam logo. Adjustable size. Matching colours for
Lynx trousers.
Fabric
Strap: 100% polyester
Size
Onesize
Color
950 Black
407 Hunting Green
553 Swedteam Orange

Strong dog-handler’s belt.
Made with a clever self-locking buckle. Complements the
Nicco Doghandler jacket.

Size
Onesize
Color
200 Brown

Belt with buckle fabricated in
unique, innovative material,
making it both silent and
hard-wearing.
Fabric
Strap: 100% nylon

Fabric
Strap: 100% polyester
Art.no
100294

STRETCH BELT
Stretch belt.

Art.no
100134

Size
Onesize

Art.no
90-120

Color
551 Orange
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SIZE GUIDE

Sizecharts, cm. Measure Circumference or Length
directly on your body. See picture.

1.

1. Head-Circumference

Measure 2 cm above the ears around the forhead.

2. Chest 	Measure under the armpits, around fullest part
of the chest and shoulderblades.

2.

3.

3. Waist

Measure around the area where you normaly
wear your trousers.

4. Hip

Measure around your fullest point,
approximately 20 cm below your waist.

5. Leg

Measure from the crotch to your ankle bone.

4.

A.

B.

A. Hand Lenght

The lenght of the hand is the distance
between the wrist and the tip of the
middle finger.

B. Hand Width

Measure the circumference around
the palm of its widest point.

5.

Measurement Gloves
S
7

M
8

16,5-17
15,5-17,5

Measurement Hat

1. Head

S

M

L

XL

55-56

57-58

59-60

61-62

A. Length
B. Width

L
9

XL
10

2XL
11

17,5-18

18,5-19

19,5-20

20,5-21

18-20

20,5-22,5

23-25

25,5-27,5

C.
C. Collar, Length – Measure the collar circumference of your
favourite shirt. Make sure to button the collar before you measure.
Se picture. Please note. Numbers in the Shirt Collar Chart is the
measurement of the shirt, not your neck.

Measurement Shirt Collar

C. Collar Length

XS

S

M

35-36

37-38

39-40

L
41-42

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

43-44

45-46

47-48

49-50

Measurement Junior
Jacket

2. Chest

EU 120
7 let

EU 130
8-9 let

EU 140
10 let

EU 150
12 let

EU 160
13 let

EU 170
14-15 let

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

EU 120
7 let

EU 130
8-9 let

EU 140
10 let

EU 150
12 let

EU 160
13 let

EU 170
14-15 let

58-62

62-66

66-70

70-74

74-78

78-82

53

59

65

71

77

81

Trouser

3. Waist
5. Leg

82

We reserve us from printing errors or
changes of models and prices. Find all
the latest information at swedteam.com

Size guide

All measurements in the guide are based on body measures. Swedteam PRO garments with a bit
tighter fit, have small range of movement.Swedteam Classic garments with a wider fit, have big
range of movement.Range of movement is always adapted in each style. Please note, this is only a
recommendation. Fit and taste are always different from one person to another.

Measurement Men
Jacket, Vest and Sweater

2. Chest

EU 46
UK 36
XS

EU 48
UK 38
S

EU 50
UK 40
M

EU 52
UK 42
L

EU 54
UK 44
XL

EU 56
UK 46
2XL

EU 58
UK 48
3XL

EU60
UK 50
4XL

EU62
UK 52
5XL

EU64
UK 54

EU66
UK 56

93-97

97-101

101-105

105-109

109-113

113-117

117-121

121-125

125-129

129-133

133-137

EU 52
36 R

EU 54
38 R

EU 56
40 R

EU 58
42 R

EU 60
44 R

EU 62
46 R

EU 64
48 R

EU 66
50 R

Trouser, Regular Size
EU 46
UK 31 R

EU 48
32 R

EU 50
34 R

3. Waist

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-101

101-106

106-112

112-118

118-124

124-130

130-136

4. Hip

89-93

93-97

97-101

103-107

109-113

115-119

121-125

125-129

129-133

133-137

137-141

5. Leg

79

80

81

82

83

84

84

84

84

84

84

Trouser, Long Size
Leg length +5 cm from regular size
EU 148
UK 32 L

EU 150
34 L

EU 152
36 L

EU 154
38 L

EU 156
40 L

3. Waist

84-88

88-92

4. Hip

93-97

97-101

92-96

96-101

101-106

103-107

109-113

115-119

5. Leg

85

86

87

88

89

Trouser, Short size
Waist +6 cm and leg length -4 cm from regular size
EU D96
UK 36 S

D100
UK 38 S

D104
UK 40 S

D108
UK 42 S

D112
UK 44 S

D116
UK 46 S

D120
UK 48 S

D124
UK 50 S

D128
UK 52 S

3. Waist

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-107

107-112

112-118

118-124

124-130

130-136

4. Hip

93-97

97-101

103-107

109-113

115-119

121-125

125-129

129-133

133-137

5. Leg

76

77

78

79

79

80

81

81

81

EU 34
UK 8
FR 36
XS

EU 36
UK 10
FR 38
S

EU 38
UK 12
FR 40
M

EU 40
UK 14
FR 42
L

EU 42
UK 16
FR 44
XL

EU 44
UK 18
FR 46

EU 46
UK 20
FR 48

84-87

88-91

92-95

96-99

100-103

104-107

108-111

EU 36
UK 10
FR 38
S

EU 38
UK 12
FR 40
M

EU 40
UK 14
FR 42
L

EU 42
UK 16
FR 44
XL

EU 44
UK 18
FR 46

EU 46
UK 20
FR 48

Measurement Women
Jacket, Vest

2. Chest

Trouser
EU 34
UK 8
FR 36
XS
3. Waist

71-75

75-79

79-83

83-87

87-91

91-95

95-99

4. Hip

88-92

93-97

98-102

103-107

108-112

113-117

118-122

5. Leg

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

83

SWEDTEAM® AB
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Länghem, Sweden
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